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About This Game

Enlightenment is an action-shooter Roguelike game with a unlinear narrative. Players will venture into a Wasteland-inspired
dungeon known as the Ark and experience a risky journey plagued by crisis.

The original inhabitants of this dim underground complex and those who have dared to enter it have either died or have lost
their mind. Will you be the exception to the rule?

"...the asteroid hit the Earth in the end anyways, and fxxked everybody up."

"So let's cut this short: An asteroid wiped out civilization as we know it. Some wasteland tramp discovered that the asteroid
shards grant possessors unexplained powers; so they founded this cult, calling it the 'Scientific Church of Enlightenment' and

this 'Church of Enlightenment' built the Ark and they built a whole city around it. It's gonna be where the restoration of
humanity starts, they said. But just look around you; these streets are all empty, not a soul to be seen at all now."

"Sounds worthy of your life to have a look... right?"
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Procedurally-generated Dungeons - In the underground complex of The Ark, use the environment to your advantage as
you fight against enemies in challenging scenarios that change every time you enter the game.

Unlockable Weapons and Items - As you return to the starting camp after death, talk to the different merchant to
purchase potent unlockables like new guns and other consumables to help you on your next journey.

Difficulty and Hardcore Play - In the beginning you may die a lot, maybe even "a lot" a lot. Just give Enlightenment and
yourself a bit more time and patience and everything's going to be alright.

Smooth, Fast-paced Fighting Experience - As you get through the game, the fluidly-animated action and sense of
accomplishment from overcoming what's thrown to you will provide a rewarding experience. Stay wary though, as there
are a lot surprises!

Weird, Post-Apocalyptic Story - In Enlightenment, you will obtain scattered information about the world constantly.
These jigsaw pieces are hidden in item descriptions, the environment, and through NPC interactions which eventually
form a "Big Picture" look about the end of the world and the society, culture, and religion that it left behind.

LizardKing is founded in 2015, we are 7 seasoned fervent gamers and work in a small city alongside Yangtze River, on top of
the pursuit of perfection, we are also into both exploring the possibility of game-making.
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Title: Enlightenment
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
LizardKing
Publisher:
LizardKing
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64 bit only)

Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD FX-8120

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 450 1GB or AMD HD 6850 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Bought in December, after it came out of Early Access (it shouldn't have). Didn't play it until yesterday, so can't refund it
(Steam's policy really should be within 14 days of playing first time, not purchase.)

The controls aren't the best, the keybinding remapping doesn't work, there's bugs and other weird issue (like enemies attacking
through doors). The text sometimes randomly changes to Chinese (when using English) - and when it's in English, the translation
is very bad.

I'm a fan of game like this - tough, roguelike isometrics and generally do well - Binding of Issac, Enter the Gungeon, etc. This
game is a pale imitation of that genre.

All this could be forgiven, but for one thing - the developers have abandoned it. Apparently, soon after it went 'non early
access', they stopped updates, patches, or even communicating in the forum. Just vanished. Worst thing a game maker
can do. I'll never trust anything from this studio again, and will keep an eye for other game studios where it's
management employees end up.
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